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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is the correct power-on sequence of the Huawei distributed storage system? 

A. Cabinet-->Switch-->Node---KVM 

B. Cabinet-->KVM--Switch--->Node 

C. Cabinet-->Node-->KVM---Switch 

D. Cabinet-->Switch-->KVM-->Node 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following descriptions of the C72 node management interface is correct: (multiple choice) 

A. 0ceanStor 9000 cluster only has C72 nodes, and the number of C72 nodes is greater than or equal to 3. The A
control module of the first 3 nodes NICo provides management interface 

B. When the C72 node and the non-C72 node are deployed in a mixed manner, the C72 node can be selected to
provide an independent management network port. 

C. When C72 nodes and non-C72 nodes are mixed deployment and object storage services are applied, the object
storage management node must be deployed to provide independent Establish the management network port on the
node. 

D. When deploying a storage cluster, you need to configure a separate IP address for the NICO interface on the c72
node interface board in the cluster 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

 

 

QUESTION 3

The parameters to be considered when configuring the backup data retention strategy include the policy retention
period, retention cycle, and the number of write streams. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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Regarding source deduplication, which one of the following descriptions is incorrect? 

A. When data is transmitted from the source end to the target end, the source end first performs a hash comparison on
the transmitted data block and removes duplicates. 

B. Compared with target end deduplication, it can save transmission bandwidth. 

C. Occupy source end resources for deduplication processing. 

D. Only the data of the new data block needs to be transferred to the target end, no information related to the old data
block needs to be transferred 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which options are correct in the following statements about the features of Huawei SmartPartitian () 

A. The SmartPartition feature is effective for both block business and file business 

B. Support setting SmartPartition in units of business LUNs 

C. The resources of each SmartPartition can only be accessed independently 

D. Support users to set the capacity of read cache and write cache for each SmartPartition partition 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

 

QUESTION 6

Regarding the Huawei Oceanstor 9000 software version upgrade, the correct statement is: (multiple choice) 

A. In order to ensure uninterrupted business, the online upgrade needs to be upgraded node by node, so the cluster
upgrade time is related to the number of nodes in the cluster. 

B. There are multiple nodes in a cluster. After a node is successfully upgraded, Users can use the functions of this new
upgraded version. 

C. When upgrading a node, if other nodes fail, some business data may be inaccessible 

D. Online upgrade can perform upgrade operations on all nodes in the cluster at the same time 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 7

Single choice The daily inspection performance indicators of the big data storage system include 

A. Disk utilization 
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B. CPU utilization 

C. Memory utilization 

D. Node throughput 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

 

QUESTION 8

Oceanstor 9000 adopts Erasure code technology to protect multiple selection data. If a period has 7 nodes, And if the
customer wants the disk utilization to reach at least 70%, the available redundancy protection levels are: (multiple
choice) 

A. 6+1 

B. 4+2 

C. 6+4 

D. 12+2:1 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following features cannot improve the performance of Huawei\\'s hybrid flash storage products? 

A. SmartPartition 

B. SmartCache 

C. SmartVirtualization 

D. SmartTier 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Send a control command through the backup server, first take a snapshot (or other similar operations) of the data
volume that needs to be backed up, Make a copy, then use the backup server to mount the snapshot volume, and use
the backup server to back up the data on this volume to the backup On the device. What type of backup networking is
described in the above workflow? 

A. LAN-Base 

B. LAN-Free 
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C. Server-Less 

D. Server-Free 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 11

In the OceanStor V3 storage system, when the data status of the slave LUN is in which state, remote replication
supports users to perform Master-slave switching operation? (multiple choice) 

A. Consistent 

B. Synchronized 

C. Initial synchronization 

D. Synchronization 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 12

After a certain company created a scheduled HyperCDP plan for a period of time, it frequently prompted that the storage
pool resources were not at this time, you can choose which of the following configuration to modify the timing HyperCD
plan () 

A. Shorten the cycle of creating timed HyperCDP 

B. Increase the period of timed HyperCDP creation 

C. Increase the reserved number of HyperCDP 

D. Create HyperCDP at fixed time 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 13

Single-select the incorrect description of the Huawei Oceanstor 9000 software module-item 

A. OBS (Object-Based Store) is the file system metadata and File data provides reliable object storage function 

B. CA (Chent Agent) is responsible for the semantic analysis of application protocols such as NFS/CIFS/FTP, and
sends it to the underlying module for processing 
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C. Snapshots, tiered storage, remote replication and other value-added features are provided by the PVS module 

D. MDS (MetaData Service) manages the metadata of the file system, each node of the system can store all metadata 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

Among Huawei\\'s many disaster recovery solutions, which of the following scenarios can eReplication be used?
(multiple choice) 

A. Primary and standby disaster recovery 

B. 3DC 

C. Data center active-active 

D. Local high availability 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

 

QUESTION 15

The InfoLocker feature of OceanStor 9000 can be used to meet the business scenario of "write once and read many
times". 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 
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